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Abstract

The Arts, including visual arts, has been used as a teaching and learning aid throughout
history. It has the potential to positively affect learners. The goal of this action research
study was to analyze the effects of infusing visual arts with a writing curriculum
emphasizing on promoting learning equity, academic performance, and student attitude
toward writing. The conceptual framework included triarchic and social-cultural theories.
Participants in the study were elementary school students. Data included surveys, student
artifacts, and teacher reflection journal. The data was analyzed using quantitative and
qualitative analysis. Findings indicated that when well planned, integrating visual art with
a writing curriculum was an effective method to positively affect third grade students’
academic achievement and attitude towards writing.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The Arts, including visual arts, has been used as a teaching and learning aid
throughout history. It has the potential to positively affect learners. The Arts encompasses
a broad range of disciplines: dance, music, theatre and visual. Visual art includes twodimensional and three-dimensional pieces of art. Images represented in drawings,
paintings and other mediums on a flat plane are examples of two-dimensional art.
Sculpture is an example of three-dimensional art. According to Van Eman (2008), an arts
integration program is meant to affect academic performances positively while promoting
student equity.
In the wakes of the No Child Left Behind Act and Race to the Top education
reforms, many educational practices have become high stakes test oriented. This drive to
achieve high academic scores should not be dismissed but the means by which many
educational institutions have been attempting to reach these goals has not promoted
student equity. Nor has it increased academic achievement on an overall national level.
Students need more than one type of instruction.
The goal of this research is to improve student attitude and academic performance
in writing through the integration of visual arts, in the form of two-dimensional artwork,
with writing curriculum. Students know the mechanics of the writing process (e.g., topic,
main idea and supporting detail), but they exhibit writing abilities, attitude and behavior
that indicate their collective dislike toward writing. The reason for choosing this
intervention is to evaluate the effectiveness of integrating visual arts with a writing
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curriculum to improve student attitude, behavior and academic performance in a
classroom of students at a low performing elementary school.
Previous research shows a correlation between art integration and testing scores.
According to Gibson (2007), experiences with art help students to better understand the
complex concepts of math, language arts and other content areas. As students develop a
better understanding of their curriculum, scores will improve. In addition to academic
performance, research has shown that engagement is improved with the integration of
visual arts. In a study by Burssert and Webb, (2009), over one-third of students surveyed
admitted to escaping the classroom using excuses such as toilet breaks and other forms of
disengagement.
The theories that comprise the framework of this research include multiple
intelligences theory, triarchic theory and social-cultural theory. Gardner’s multiple
intelligences theory stated that human cognitive development is comprised of seven types
of intelligences. The Triarchic theory by Robert Sternberg perported that human
cognitive development occurred in three domains. Sociocultural cognition development
theory by Vygotsky is based on interactions with others.
I am using a practical action research model because it is designed for educators
who wish to improve student learning and their teaching. As with all action research, this
study utilizes both quantitative and qualitative data including student achievement data,
student attitude surveys, and my anecdotal notes and personal reflections. Student
achievement data following the intervention will be compared with achievement scores
on the same type of writing task prior to the intervention to facilitate interpretation of
post intervention results.
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Problem Statement
Students struggle to produce quality grade level writing. Although they know the
mechanics of writing, (e.g., sentence structure), and the basic elements of writing, (e.g.,
topic, main idea and supporting detail), students exhibit avoidance to and inability of
writing. Students attempt to avoid the task through drifting into off-topic conversations,
clock watching and restroom requests. The task of producing written paragraphs seems a
slow and painful process. To support student knowledge of the mechanics of sentence
and paragraph structure and procedure visual aids are displayed on a designated “writing
wall.” Still, students struggle and demonstrate a lack of focus and drive during their
writing assignments. The integration of visual arts into elementary school curriculum
should be investigated to measure active engagement and academic performance for all
students. The use of art in connection to a writing task is often used as an incentive, or
reward, after the task. For example, allowing students to create an image related to the
topic of their written work. If students were allowed to explore a piece of artwork related
to but prior to their writing task perhaps they may be more invested in their work.
Therefore, visual art should be infused with a writing task at its onset.
Purpose of Study
Research supports the integration of arts with school curriculum to improve
student grades. Yet there is little acceptance and/or resistance to using visual arts as an
aid integrated with core curriculum taught to elementary school students. Academically
successful schools, (e.g. schools with high scores on state tests) tend to use visual arts and
other forms of art both as teaching tools and curriculum in their own right. On the other
side of the teaching spectrum, many low performing schools (e.g. schools that yield low
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scores on state tests) view the use of visual arts as a luxury with little or no value to
learning core curriculum. The purpose of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness of
integrating visual arts with core curriculum writing tasks in the classroom of a low
performing elementary school. Students will show their levels of writing abilities as they
perform writing tasks after investigating an element of visual art. Data will be collected
in the form of student artifacts, (e.g., student writing samples). Student artifacts will be
compared to pre-intervention writing task artifacts. This data will be quantitatively and
qualitatively analyzed to measure student academic performance. Pre- and post-surveys
along with anecdotal notes taken by the teacher during writing tasks will be used to
measure student attitudes toward writing.
Furthermore, not only will infusing visual arts with students’ writing curriculum
move to improve the quality of their education, it will provide students with the
opportunitiy to view copies of classical and historical pieces of art that most of the
students would otherwise not be able to experience. This is particularly important for our
community. Most of the students are from socially and economically underprivileged
homes.
In our growing “global community” it is important that students have the
opportunity to learn about other cultures. Art reflects the culture from which it comes. It
conveys a culture’s history. Students from underprivileged communities often do not
receive the experience of viewing art, or learning about it. Infusing visual arts, in the
form of images of classical and historical artwork, within a writing curriculum will
enhance students’ learning experience. In addition to learning about writing, students will
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have the opportunity to see and learn about aspects of other cultures through their
exposure to this visual art.
The use of infusing visual art with a writing curriculum will allow English
Language Learners the opportunity to explore and develop their vocabulary and improve
their writing skills. English Language Learners have a limited vocabulary bank from
which to draw. A broad vocabulary is useful when writing. Improved writing skills can
translate into better reading comprehension skills. In addition, viewing, discussing, and
creating a piece of art as a prequel to writing is more engaging for most students than
text-dominant worksheets. Furthermore, students will have the opportunity to experience
classical and historical visual art, something found in many privileged communities, not
theirs.
Taking the time to explore a piece of artwork, discuss it and create an image
based on or influenced by the artwork allows English Language Learners, and other
struggling students, to develop their observation skills and build a robust vocabulary.
This will aid students with their ability to identify topic, main idea and supporting detail
without the stress of text. These skills need to be developed and refined. This cannot be
accomplished if students are allowed to create a piece of artwork based on their writing
after they have struggled through the writing production.
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Research Questions

1. What would be the impact of integrating visual art into writing tasks of my thirdgrade students with respect to their:
a. Academic achievement in writing;
b. Attitude towards writing?
2. How will the use of integrating visual arts with a writing curriculum affect
professional development as a teacher?
Theoretical Model
This research framework is based on three theoretical models: Multiple
Intelligences (MI) theory, Triarchic theory, and Social-Cultural theory.
Multiple Intelligences theory (MI) is a scientific analysis of the human brain’s
capacities of cognitive development and symbol-use that was widely introduced to the
world of psychology in the 1980’s by Howard Gardner (Hatch, 1989). Prior to Gardner’s
1983 book, Frames of Mind, human cognitive development was believed to occur
utilizing the brain’s ability to adapt and organize thought based on the conditions of one’s
environment according to the Piagetian theory. This approach viewed human cognitive
development to rely on two intelligences: linguistic and logical. Psychologist once
believed that human’s learned strictly through the use of words or numbers. Gardner
challenged this by introducing seven intelligences used during cognitive development.
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In addition to the accepted linguistic and logical intelligences, musical, spatial,
bodily-kinesthetic, interpersonal and intrapersonal intelligences were called to attention.
Wherein the learner with a disposition to a linguistic intelligence is more sensitive to
sounds, rhythms, and meanings of words, the sensitivity and discernment to numeric or
logical patterns attributed to a logical intelligence. Having abilities to appreciate and
produce components of music (e.g., rhythm, timbre, pitch) are found with a musical
intelligence, one with a predisposition to a spatial intelligence will perceive and
transform her world visually, abilities to control one’s body movements is in the realm of
kinesthetic intelligence, interpersonal tends to respond to temperaments, moods and
motivations of others, and the seventh, intrapersonal is in tune with one’s own feelings
(Hatch, 1989). All of these intelligences singly or together with one or more affect how
one learns.
The Triarchic theory, predessor to the MI theory, was sparked by Robert
Sternberg in the 1970’s. Sternberg believed that human cognitive precessing occurred in
three domains. Human reasoning and development was either analytical, creative or
practical. Analytical being more of an academic style of problem solving. Creative being
experimental, insightful and more able to thick and adapt creatively to changing
situations. And practical intelligence being more akin to dealing with everyday type of
tasks. Sternberg’ s practical intelligence was likened to “street smarts.”
The theory of sociocultural cognition was developed by Russian psychologist Lev
Vygotsky. Efland (2002) noted, cognitive development was not only a process of
responding to one’s environment and stimuli, but was also the result of interactions with
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others. Vygotsky perposed that cognitive development was a process of duel action both
within the mind of the learner and outside in connection with the environent.
Researcher Background
Many students that I have had the experience of working with demonstrate a
variety of ways to express their understanding of curriculum. Unfortunately, students
who are not particularly adept at processing or articulating their comprehension through
text tend to become less engaged in school and display a lower academic performance
compared to their text processing peers. I myself was one of the lower performing
students in elementary school. What kept me engaged in school were assignments that
incorporated elements of visual arts. For example, an assignment that required creating a
diorama or poster with written explanation to display understanding of California history
during the Gold Rush era. Reading was difficult and challenging, but I was determined
to read for my assignments so that I could create visual displays and show my
understanding. Teaching strategies that heavily utilized text based testing would not have
allowed me to demonstrate my understanding nor would it have kept me engaged as a
learner. This is also true for students today.
Through my observations with elementary students I have noticed that students
who are text competent are more motivated and perform well academically. Many of the
students who struggle with text often become disengaged and perform poorly. The
assessments used during these observations were multiple choice text based tests. Again,
text competent students excelled while text struggling students scored low. The lower
scores were due to a combination of failing to comprehend the questions and/or tasks and
straight out guessing A, B, C, or D on the multiple choice tests. Even if school
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assessments must be text base and multiple choice teaching strategies can incorporate
elements of visual arts to motivate students and improve their academic performance.
What I hope to do is to increase student engagement, student equity, and
academic performance by incorporating elements of visual arts into core curriculum. I
will do this by replacing a number of text-based worksheets with opportunities for
students to create responses through drawing, sculptures, posters, dioramas and other
forms of visual arts. Many different elements of visual art will be incorporated to better
facilitate learning for the multiple styles of learning found in a classroom.
My goal is to help all of my students stay engaged while learning and to perform
well academically. I want students to become motivated to learn and to persevere even if
they are struggling. My goal for struggling students is that with the integration of visual
arts with their core curriculum they become more confident in themselves academically
because they were able to demonstrate understanding to their teacher and to themselves.
Furthermore, I hope that these students hold onto this confidence and choose not to
simply guess A, B, C, or D but show their knowledge when being assessed with a textbased multiple choice quiz.
Definition of Terms
Core Curriculum:

Content learning standards as mandated by the state through school
districts.

Engagement:

To attract students and keep them interested in and motivated to
participate in their learning.
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Equity:

The unbiased delivery of instruction to a student population
consisting of English language learners and other special
populations.

High Stakes Tests:

State mandated tests that determine funding and classification of
schools.

Integration:

To incorporate into content curriculum teaching strategies and
practices.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
Introduction
The Arts is not only for entertainment. It has been used as a teaching and learning
aid throughout history. The Arts encompasses a broad range of disciplines: Dance,
Music, Theatre and Visual. This literature review will be limited to visual arts. Visual art
includes two-dimensional and three-dimensional pieces of art. Images represented in
drawings, paintings and other mediums on a flat plane are examples of two-dimensional
art. Sculpture is an example of three-dimensional art. Integrating visual arts into
children’s education has been a practice for decades in the United States. In many
educational systems throughout the United States the use of visual arts as a learning aid
has been replaced with narrow thinking instruction based mostly on the delivery of text
and worksheets. Creative teaching has been replaced with a High-Stakes testing “one-size
fits all” teaching mentality. This form of instruction assumes that all students learn in the
same manner. Student learning styles vary due to a number of reasons. According to Van
Eman (2008), an arts integration program is meant to affect academic performances
positively while promoting student equity. This chapter will examine literature focusing
on the impact of integrating visual art in an effort to answer the research questions:
1. What would be the impact of integrating visual art into writing tasks of my thirdgrade students with respect to their:
a. Academic achievement in writing;
b. Attitude towards writing?
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2. How will the use of integrating visual arts with a writing curriculum affect
professional development as a teacher?

The goal of this research is to improve student attitude and academic performance
in writing through the integration of visual arts, in the form of two-dimensional artwork,
with writing curriculum. The reason for choosing this intervention is to evaluate the
effectiveness of integrating visual arts with a writing curriculum to improve student
attitude, behavior and academic performance in a classroom of students at a low
performing elementary school.
Values of Art
Visual art has intrinsic and instrumental value. Intrinsic value is the essential
nature of art. It is an idea, a thought, and a form of entertainment. Art can also be thought
provoking, blurring the line between intrinsic and instrumental value. The instrumental
value of art is communicative. Art has been used to share knowledge throughout history.
Examples range from prehistoric cave paintings to modern media. Art is a part of culture
and society. It communicates the social and political ideas, norms, and values of its
society.
The use of visual arts in the classroom can be used as a teaching and learning aid.
Hoyt (1992) suggested that when students are offered a variety of learning strategies they
are more stimulated academically and achieve a deeper sense of comprehension. Many
findings have shown that the integration of an arts component meets multiple learning
styles and improves student achievement (J. Garrett, 2010; C. Venzen, 2011; E. Walker,
2011; Winner & Hetland, 2008). Many educators are focused on the High-Stakes testing
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curriculum steeped in words and little visual support, yet the use of visual arts aids
students with their comprehension of the curriculum. Powerful and compelling evidence
has been emerging in support of arts integration and student achievement (Rabkin &
Redmond, 2006).
Student Learning Styles
Learning styles vary as much as students. Individual personalities, culture,
economic and social status, family composition and educational backgrounds are
significant factors to learning styles. In addition to environmental influences, learning
styles are influences from within. Cognitive development varies from one individual to
another. Multiple Intelligences theory (MI) is a scientific analysis of the human brain’s
capacities of cognitive development and symbol-use that was widely introduced to the
world of psychology in the 1980’s by Howard Gardner (Hatch, 1989). The integration of
art allows utilization of multiple intelligences learning (Venzen, 2011).
Hoyt states “Classrooms that offer children a variety of communication systems
facilitate learning in ways that stimulate the imagination, enhance language learning, and
deepen understanding.” (p. 584) Utilizing visual arts is a positive way to meet many
learning styles.
Because students do not understand and learn in a homogeneous fashion the
delivery of curriculum should be adjusted to meet their varied needs. Different learning
modalities include visual, tactile (hands-on), and oral to name a few. In Gibson’s (1992)
survey many noted that academic skills and concepts could be reinforced with the use of
art. Other students, such as English language learners, may not be able to articulate their
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understanding in writing or orally but can demonstrate their comprehension with the
addition of a drawing.
Motivation and Attitude
When students have difficulty learning they invent ways to remove themselves
from their frustrating environment. Burssert and Webb, (2009), noted over one-third of
students surveyed admitted to escaping the classroom using excuses such as toilet breaks
and other forms of disengagement. Feigning illness, watching the clock and simply
zoning-out are a few more examples of escape. In her study, Gibson and Larson (2007)
noted that teachers saw an increase in motivation, concept attainment, and better
curriculum to life connections for their students. When students are motivated to learn
they stay on task and make connections between the curriculum and their own
knowledge. Students also enjoy sharing their work and accomplishments with their peers.
Efland (2002) noted, cognitive development was not only a process of responding to
one’s environment and stimuli, but was also the result of interactions with others.
After participating in an arts integration program, the tone of student work had
improved (Campbell, Ewing, Gibson, Hristofski, & Robertson, 2011). Students display a
more possitive attitude toward their tasks when creative and artistic components were
incorporated with the curriculum (Gibson & Larson, 2007).
Cognitive Development: Academic Scores and Tests
There are many connections between cognitive development and the use of arts in
school curriculum. Robert Sternberg introduced the Triarchic theory, a predessor to the
MI theory, in the 1970’s. Sternberg believed that human cognitive precessing occurred in
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three domains. Human reasoning and development was either analytical, creative or
practical. Hoyt (1992) noted when students create pictures about stories they need to use
different cognitive domains. A student’s drawing is the product of complex thinking as
she thinks about the events, setting, and characters of the story. Gibson (2007) noted that
students need visual arts to help develop their own expression and cognitive processes.
The use of visual arts encourages students to think more creatively (Berger & Winner,
2000). This creative thinking boosts student esteem and courage when faced with
difficult tasks such as problem solving and taking tests.
Studies show a correlation between art integration and testing scores. The
correlation between arts participation and academic performance is significant (Rabkin &
Redmond, 2006). In a one-year study using the arts infusion program SPECTRA+,
students who received curriculum infused with art scored academically higher than their
peers without the arts infusion (Luftig, 2000). A three-year study of a Canadian arts
education approach, Learning Through the Arts (LTTA) showed significant academic
improvement in students at LTTA schools compared to students at non-LTTA schools
(Smithrim & Upitis, 2005). Students show improvement in reading comprehension. “As
the children progress in school, art experiences help them understand more complex ideas
in language arts, math and science” (Gibson, 2007). Infusing an art component into a
remedial program’s language arts curriculum aided students’ comunication and literacy
skills (Varnon, 1997). Another study found a correlationg between improved reading
literacy & writing and the integration of visual arts with core curriculum (Owens &
Yoder, 1999).
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When students have developed a solid understanding of the curriculum their
scores improve regardless of test preparation time. Infusing visual art with core
curriculum durng the kindergarten and elementary school years helps to boost cognitivity
and can lead to ehanced reading ability (Berger & Winner, 2000; McGuire, 1984). Test
preparation is often an activity of students practicing how to read the questions and take
the old or modified state mandated tests. A study in Boston-area schools found that while
learning art, students also learned specific thinking skills not taught with their core
curriculum but quite necessary to succeed when taking the standardized tests (Winner &
Hetland, 2008).
Fears held by Educators
Many teachers hesitate to integrate art into their curriculum for a number of
reasons. Two being job security in the High-Stakes testing environment and a personal
lack of art knowledge and experience. Bussert-Webb (2009) noted that teachers are afraid
to incorporate MI (multiple intelligences) strategies, creative and hands-on learning.
Their jobs are at risk should students fail the High-Stakes State mandated tests. Most
High-Stakes testing educational system policies require direct instruction teaching based
upon text and worksheets. A creative art element is not included in this type of
instruction.
In Gibson’s (2007) study, many teachers supported visual arts in school
curriculum; noting it as a crucial component for student growth. But they thought that
they did not possess enough knowledge or skills to integrate art into their lessons. Often
teachers do not inter mingle art and curriculum because they lack confidence in their in
their knowledge of the Arts (Campbell, 2011).
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Pedagogy
Fears and lack of knowledge are not reasons for omitting art from school
curriculum. Many teachers ask for additional professional development focusing on
integrating art effectively in their classrooms (Venzen, 2011). Some schools and teachers
are educating themselves to ways of infusing art with curriculum. The use of mentorteachers is an effective way to bring art resource, knowledge and experience into the
classroom (Betts, 2008; Garrett, 2010). Collaboration with colleagues and artists,
according to Garrett, is a significant component to successful arts integration and student
achievement.
Conclusion
This literature review looked at different aspects of visual arts. The values related
to visual art, how it can support various learning styles and affect student motivation,
those who support visual arts integration, fears held by educators, visual arts affects on
cognitive development and academic scores, teacher candidate experiences, and
examples of integrating it into curriculum shed light on the benefits of integrating visual
arts into school curriculum.
Visual arts is not solely for entertainment. It communicates and educates.
Carefully integrated with elementary school curriculum, visual arts can be a powerful aid
for teaching, and learning. “Visual art offers unique experiences that can serve to enrich
children’s cognitive, emotional, social, and physical dimensions” (Gibson, 2007). In our
ever increasing multicultural and varied classrooms, visual arts should be integrated into
elementary school curriculum to promote learning equity, and comprehension and
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knowledge retention for all students. In addition, the learning styles held by students are
better met and motivation is positively affected.
Utilizing visual arts as an aid for teaching and learning does not remain in the
classroom. Professional adults use the integration of art in real life situations such as
illustrating ideas and understandings by drawing. For example, “J. K. Rowling, author of
the renowned Harry Potter book series, based her writing on the use of images that she
saw in her mind as she progressed through multiple drafts” (Dunn, 2011). It is said that
an educator’s goals are to teach students academics and how to be a productive members
in society. If so, perhaps educators should consider the integration of art as a an important
tool for learning and as a life skill for constructive thinking.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
Introduction
In this section I will attempt to answer my proposed research questions by analyzing
data I have collected. These question include:
§

What would be the impact of integrating visual arts into the writing tasks of my
third-grade students with respect to their:
a. Academic achievement?
b. Attitude towards writing?

§

How will the use of integrating visual arts with a writing curriculum affect my
professional development as a teacher?

Overall research design
I am using an action research model. According to Hendricks (2006), action
research is an ideal plan to help teachers assess and improve their own teaching practices.
Specific research plan
I used a practical action research model because it is designed for educators who wish
to improve student learning and their teaching. Using practical action research provides
information about one’s teaching allowing one to analyze and modify instructional
practice. Action research uses many forms of data to be triangulated and analyzed giving
the researcher a broader spectrum from which to draw more informed results from.
Benefits from action research include: improved classroom practices and reflective
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teaching, enhanced teaching, productivity and learning, and expanded flexibility in the
teaching approaches.
This study utilizes both quantitative and qualitative data including student
achievement data, student attitude surveys, and my anecdotal notes and personal
reflections. Student achievement data following the intervention will be compared with
achievement scores on the same kind of writing project prior to the intervention to
facilitate interpretation of post intervention results.
Procedures
The setting of this research is a K-6 Elementary School in the Central Coast
Region of California.

Community: The community consists of many homes with large extended
families. All the children live in close proximity to the school. Most houses are small and
are maintained nicely reflecting pride in the families. Some are unkempt. Spanish is
spoken in all of the students’ homes. Most of the students come from homes sustained on
a low income. These families are socially and economically underprivileged. The
majority of the students have parents and/or other family members working the
agriculture industry as field labor. Others have parents working in the hospitality and
retail industries. The majority of the student population receives their breakfast and lunch
from school. Those in the afterschool program receive a supper meal as well.

School: The school in which this study was being conducted is one of nine
elementary schools in its district. The student population is 907; 123 are in third grade.
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There are 32 teachers; five teaching kindergarten, six teaching first, six teaching second,
four teaching third grade, four teaching fourth grade, four teaching fifth grade, and four
sixth grade teachers. In addition to teachers, there is one principal, one program director,
one teaching coach, a migrant program instructor, two reading intervention teachers and
three special needs teachers, a secretary, and an attendance clerk. The cafeteria and
custodial staff include another fifteen members. This school has been identified as a low
performing school. It is also in an area that is socially and economically underprivileged
and known for gang violence.

Class: The class in which this research project was conducted is a third grade
class. There are 31 students: nine girls and twenty-two boys. All of the students are
Hispanic/Latino. Twenty-four students are designated as English Language Learners
(ELLs) four of these students receive extra services.
Participants
Students: There were 31 third grade students from one class participating in this
study.
§

Nine girls: Hispanic/Latina, six are ELLs; age range 8-9 years old.

§

22 boys: Hispanic/Latino, four receive special services, 19 are ELLs; age range
8-9 years old.

The class is divided nearly in thirds with respect to academic achievement. Twelve
students consistently score at the 80% level or greater. Twelve academic scores range
from 65-79%. And seven students score at an average level of 60% or less. Of the lower
performing students, most have little to no homework support at home. Most of the
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students are outgoing and happy. Two are soft spoken and shy. Two students talk too
much, three do not talk enough. There are two boys who struggle with anger issues and
socializing. Of the four students who receive extra resources instruction, two spend two
hours a day in another classroom. A third student is hearing impaired and goes to another
classroom for an hour a day.

Teacher: Teachers are participants in action research projects. I took on the dual role
as teacher and data collector.
§

I am a female Hispanic/European-American with two years teaching experience
in third grade. I have a bachelor’s degree in Liberal Studies with a minor in visual
art.

§

I have five years experience as an art teacher in grades K-6.

Data Collection Procedures
Intervention: California Common Core State Standards require third grade
students to create sentences and opinion, informative or narrative paragraphs that are
clear and coherent showing consideration for their audience and purpose. This process
includes developing a topic, writing a paragraph on the topic, editing and revising the
paragraph, then writing a final copy which is referred to as the “published” piece. To this
end, the intervention consists of introducing a piece of visual art (e.g., (Schumacher,
2010) a copy of a painting by Pablo Picasso or Diego Rivera) at the beginning of the
writing task to serve as a focal point around which students will develop and compete
their writing tasks. Each writing cycle requires about five or six days and will be repeated
three or four times during the four week period of this study.
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Implementation:
This action research was developed to measure student attitude and academic
growth based on opinion writing tasks. The process to achieve such measurable data
included the three steps listed below.

a. Prior to starting the intervention students were given a pre-task survey inquiring
about their attitude toward writing. The survey is Likert-style with seven sentence
frames accompanied with a prompt that encourages students to give reasons for
their answers. Below is one sentence frame from the survey, (see Appendix A to
view the whole survey).

Sentence frame:
I have trouble putting my sentences in order.
Not at all

a little

some

a lot

very much

Because_________________________________________________________

b. The intervention. The lesson plans included the observation of individual pieces
of fine art created by Albert Bierstadt, Diego Rivera, Vincent Van Gogh, and
Pablo Picasso. The lesson objective was to write an opinion about the artwork
viewed. Students viewed and analyzed Bierstadt’s California Spring, Rivera’s
The Flower Vender, Van Gogh’s Sunflowers, and Picasso’s Portrait of Nusch
Eluard. While viewing, students discussed and recorded their observations about
the artwork. After their discussion session students made a copy of the artwork or
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created an image inspired by it. During the days that followed, students continued
with the formal writing process: they continued their discussion about the
artwork, listed their opinions about it (e.g., a brainstorm session), organized this
list using a graphic organizer to construct sentences based on their brainstorm
graphic organizer, built a paragraph, edited the paragraph, and wrote a final
“published” copy of their paragraph. The entire process lasted approximately five
to six days. See Figure 6 to view artwork used for writing tasks.
c. At the end of the intervention students were given a post-task survey identical to
the pre-task survey to assess attitude toward writing after having experiences the
intervention.
Data collection and sources
Data used to measure research results consisted of both quantitative data and
qualitative data as follows.
Quantitative data
§ Student artifact rubrics (e.g., for work samples resulting from the writing process,
notes of brainstorming sessions, graphic organizers, sentences, rough drafts,
edits, and final copies) prior to and after completion of the intervention.
§ Pre- and post-task assessments were used to measure student understanding of the
writing process. These consist of measuring the brainstorming and sentence
construction graphic organizers, rough drafts, edits, and final copies based on a
writing rubric, (see Appendix B to view rubric).
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§ Pre- and post-task writing surveys were used to measure student attitude toward
writing: the survey includes eight closed-ended items using a Likert scale to yield
quantitative data. See appendix A to view writing survey.
Qualitative data
The pre- and post-task Likert-style writing survey being used to measure student
attitude toward writing also included seven open-ended sentence frames asking students
to explain their responses on the closed-ended items yielded qualitative data.
§ I recorded anecdotal notes throughout the writing tasks to measure student
conduct and attitude.
§ I recorded analytical memos and notes about the lessons and my teaching with
which to reflect.

Data collectors: I collected all data myself to ensure all artifacts were received. I was
then able to sort and correlate data to be analyzed.
Analysis Procedures
Quantitative data
§

Artifacts: To analyze student progress on the quantitative measures of writing
achievement I used the writing rubrics to compare student post-intervention
artifacts with the same kinds of artifacts they created prior to the intervention, that
is, without the use of a piece of visual art around which to center their writing
task. These artifacts included final copies of their writing (e.g., published
paragraphs) and all of the steps leading to their published piece (e.g., notes of
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brainstorming sessions, graphic organizers, sentences, rough drafts, and edits).
See Figures 2 and 4 to view graphic organizers.
§

Attitude surveys: I tallied student responses on the closed-ended Likert-style
items both on the pre-task survey and the post-task survey. As is customary in
action research, (Hendricks, 2006; McMillan & Schumacher, 2010), I compared
and analyzed those data by means of frequency tables and bar graphs, illustrating
how pre- and post-intervention responses compared to each other. See Appendix
A to view survey.

Qualitative data
Qualitative data included open-ended questions on the Likert-style questionnaire that
ask students to explain their choice of answer, anecdotal notes based on my observations
as the students work through the writing process, and my own teaching reflections. After
the intervention concluded I analyzed each of these data sources as follows.
§

I listed and coded student responses from first the pre- and then the postintervention surveys looking for any combinations of codes that suggested
patterns of overall responses within the classroom population. I compared any
patterns identified from the post-intervention survey with patterns identified from
the pre-intervention survey looking for similarities and differences that might
have been related to the intervention.

§

I used the same procedure to list and code anecdotal notes from my observations
of students as they worked through the writing process as well as my own
teaching reflections, looking for any combinations of codes that suggested
patterns.
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§

I triangulated the varied qualitative data sources to identify any overall patterns
that may have been suggested. These patterns were compared and analyzed to
determine any themes that may answer the research questions.

Limitations/Threats to Internal Validity
Qualitative data included open-ended questions on the Likert-style questionnaire that
ask students to explain their choice of answer, anecdotal notes based on my observations
as the students work through the writing process, and my own teaching reflections. After
the intervention concluded I analyzed each of these data sources as follows.
§

I listed and coded student responses from first the pre- and then the postintervention surveys looking for any combinations of codes that suggested
patterns of overall responses within the classroom population. I compared any
patterns identified from the post-intervention survey with patterns identified from
the pre-intervention survey looking for similarities and differences that might
have been related to the intervention.

§

I used the same procedure to list and code anecdotal notes from my observations
of students as they worked through the writing process as well as my own
teaching reflections, looking for any combinations of codes that suggested
patterns.

§

I triangulated the varied qualitative data sources to identify any overall patterns
that may have been suggested. These patterns were compared and analyzed to
determine any themes that may answer the research questions.
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Summary
This action research endeavored to answer what would be the impact of
integrating visual arts into the writing tasks of my third-grade students with respect to
their academic achievement and attitude towards writing and how integrating visual arts
with a writing curriculum affect my professional development as a teacher. During the
coarse of this research students were introduced to four classic paintings to elicit their
opinion through required curriculum writing tasks. All data, including student artifacts
and teacher-generated notes were triangulated and analyzed to generate answers and
understanding in regard to the research questions.
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Chapter 4
Results

This action-research project strove to examine the effects of integrating components
of visual art at the onset of student writing tasks, (e.g., students created drawings based
on the subject of their writing tasks prior to writing about it). The following research
questions guided this study.

3. What would be the impact of integrating visual art into writing tasks of my thirdgrade students with respect to their:
a. Academic achievement in writing;
b. Attitude towards writing?
4. How will the use of integrating visual arts with a writing curriculum affect my
professional development as a teacher?

The results of this five-week project indicated several key components that were
instrumental for creating an environment to promote academic achievement for the
students in addition to affecting their attitudes toward writing. Thoughtful planning and
research into subject matter, establishing classroom conduct rules, provide clear learning
goals, and lesson delivery were key for my action-research. Interestingly, these
components were key to how this research affected my professional development.
Evaluating and reflecting on the way I introduced artwork, and delivered instruction were
valuable tools to understand the fidelity of the research and its impact on my students.
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When I analyzed student writing and my observation notes, the following findings
surfaced.

•

Brainstorm graphic organizer to drawing or painting a picture relation:
When students drew and painted pictures based on the topic painting, their
brainstorm graphic organizers reflected more thought and ideas to support
their opinions.

•

Sentence construction/editing graphic organizer to drawing or painting
picture relation: Students showed more of an investment into their writing
when allowed to draw or paint a picture based on the topic of their writing
prior to the writing tasks.

•

Student attitude towards writing: As this thesis research progressed a
positive shift in student attitudes throughout each writing task emerged.

•

Praxis: Through this thesis development and research I found that my
planning, implementing, observing, and reflecting during each lesson series
became an invaluable practice and model for effective instruction.

Brainstorm graphic organizer to drawing or painting a picture relation
Mari (pseudonym) is an English language learner at the beginning to early
intermediate levels. Her vocabulary index is growing but is not reflected in her writing.
Figure 1 includes excerpts from Mari’s brainstorm graphic organizer and examples of her
drawings and writing. The third excerpt is from her final assessment in which the
students gathered around the painting of their choice (of the original four used during this
study). It is accompanied by her originally created image from the pre-intervention
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writing when students made their drawings after writing about the painting. Bracketed
sections are spelling corrections for ease of reading. An example of a blank brainstorm
graphic organizer follows this discussion in Figure 2. Additionally, the artwork used for
the writing tasks can be viewed in Figure 5 at the end of this chapter.
Although this student showed a limited use of vocabulary in her writing at the
onset of the research, she wrote more reasons to support her opinion as the intervention
progressed. During the pre-intervention writing task Mari only wrote “I like” in the center
of her brainstorm graphic organizer. She did not write any supporting reasons for her
opinion as if she did not know why she liked the painting. In subsequent writing tasks
during the intervention, when students drew and/or painted a picture based on the topic
painting prior to the writing task, Mari’s brainstorm graphic organizers increased in the
number of reasons to support her opinion. As a result, her writing improved.
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Painting: California Spring
Written before intervention, when student drew
pictures after the writing task.
No Brainstorm graphic organizer was used. The
student only wrote “I like”
Student writing sample:
In my opinion I like more the river and the
clouds, and trees, and the animals and the animals
[are] cows.
*Portion of student composition.
Painting: Picasso’s Untitled Portrait
Written during intervention when students drew
pictures before the writing task.
faces look like
kissing

colors

I like Pablo

broken
face

hat
hand
Student writing sample:
I think Picasso’s [painting] is nice. I think the
head is [separated]. Also I think the [painting has] a
lot of colors. Another reason is I think the hat looks
like an oval.
*Portion of student composition.
Final assessment
Written after intervention. Students did not draw or
paint pictures during this writing task.
[clouds]
looks real
hills

I like
California Spring

sunshine

animals

Although time did not allow students to recreate
another drawing or painting based on their final
choice they did refer to the painting itself and their
original creations.

flowers
looks like [pasture]

Student writing sample:
In my opinion I like [Albert Bierstadt’s]
painting. I think the hills are green. I think the
[clouds] make it look real. Another reasons I think
the animals look nice.
*Portion of student composition.

Figure 1. This figure is a sample of student writing, brainstorm graphic organizer, and
artwork.
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Opinion Brainstorm

Opinion
	
  
Figure 2. This figure is a sample of the graphic organizer for Opinion Brainstorm.
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Sentence construction/editing graphic organizer for opinion on drawing or painting
picture relation
Jesse (pseudonym) is an English language learner at the intermediate level. His
vocabulary acquisition is growing. He has less difficulty writing his basic thoughts
compared to his peers at the beginning level such as Mari. Figure 3 includes excerpts
from Jesse’s sentence construction graphic organizers and examples of his drawings and
writing. The third excerpt from his final assessment in which the students gathered
around the painting of their choice (of the original four used during this study). It is
accompanied by her originally created image from the pre-intervention writing when
students made their drawings after writing about the painting. Italicized sections and
words that are crossed through indicate additions, edits and corrections to sentences.
Bracketed sections are spelling corrections that I have made for ease of reading. An
example of a blank sentence construction and edit graphic organizer follows this
discussion in Figure 4. Additionally, the artwork used for the writing tasks can be viewed
at the end of this chapter in Figure 5.
Painting: California Spring
Written before intervention, when student drew
pictures after writing task.
No sentence construction graphic organizer was
used. The student wrote all sentences together trying
to create a paragraph.
Student writing sample:
This painting is fun to [look at]. In my opinion it
is wonderful [because] the sunshine is going out.
The painting is called California [Spring]. I like it
[because] the [clouds] look like they are real.
*Portion of student composition.
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Painting: Picasso’s Untitled Portrait
Written during intervention when students drew
pictures before the writing task.
Introduction:
In my opinion this Picasso’s painting by Pablo
Picasso is very [pretty] is one of the best. This
painting was made in the 1937 and it [does] not
have [a] name.
Reason 1:
I think this is cool because it [seems] like double
headed. So that scares me.
Reason 2:
Also it has a hand in the face and it looks [like] they
[are slapping] it. It so funny.
Reason 3:
Another reason is that it has [a] lot of color. I all
most almost look like a rainbow.
Conclusion:
For all this reasons I like this painting so much.
Student writing sample:
In my opinion this painting by Pablo Picasso is
one of the best paintings I have ever saw. It was
made in 1937 and [there’s] something that [is] going
to be [a] surprise for the rest of the world it
[doesn’t] have a name but I like it.
*Portion of student composition.
Final assessment
Written after intervention. Students did not draw or
paint pictures during this writing task.
Introduction:
Of the four painting[s] Diego Rivera is the best of
the four. the Its name of the painting is the flower
vender.
Reason 1:
One reason I like this [painting] is because it has a
girl and the girl is [hugging] the flowers that’s very
cute.
Reason 2:
Another reason is that it has black and it and make
it cooler then [what] it is.
Reason 3:
Also the girl [looks] like real the feet the hair
[everything] all of it.
Reason 4:
For my fourth last reason the flowers have a note
and I think it [took] more time.
Conclusion:
For all this reasons I like this cool painting.

Although time did not allow students to recreate
another drawing or painting based on their final
choice they did refer to the painting itself and their
original creations.
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Student writing sample:
Of the four paintings Diego Rivera’s painting is
the best of the four. You have to see it It’s one of
the best. Its name is the Flower Vender.
One reason is that is has a girl and [she] is
hugging the flowers that’
*Portion of student composition.

Figure 3. This figure is a sample of student writing, graphic organizer with editing, and
artwork.
Jesse gave basic support for his opinion in the pre-intervention writing tasks prior
to when he created his own drawing based on the topic painting. The picture that he
created after this writing task did not closely resemble or show much influence by the
topic painting. Consequently, his writing showed little investment into the writing other
than the basic requirement. Furthermore, Jesse did not construct his sentences using the
sentence construction graphic organizer format, he wrote them directly into paragraph.
This demonstrated a lack of investment. He was skilled enough to write his opinion and
basic reasons to support the opinion. But he put little effort beyond the basic requirement.
Comparatively, Jesse’s writing showed greater investment during the progression
of the intervention when he was allowed to create drawings and paintings based on the
topic paintings prior to the writing tasks. His sentence construction graphic organizers
showed that he first wrote basic supporting reasons. He then edited and included
additions of more depth and interest to his writing. This indicated that his more engaged
in his writing and was placing more investment into his opinion. Interestingly, Jesse
made additional corrections and alterations to his writing when he constructed his
paragraphs. For example, the introduction to his final assessment writing, “Of the four
paintings Diego Rivera’s painting is the best of the four. You have to see it It’s one of the
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best. Its name is the Flower Vender. He added You have to see it It’s one of the best.” I
think this is another indicator that Jesse was much more invested in his writing that at the
beginning of this action research when student were only allowed to draw a picture based
on their writing after they completed the writing task.
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Sentence Construction
Introduction:
I believe ____.
I think ____.
In my opinion _____.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Reason 1:
I think this because ____.
One reason is ____.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Reason 2:
Only use “Another” and “Also” once. If “Another” is used for reason
Another reason is ____.
2, use “Also” for reason 3 Or “Also” for reason 2, and “Another” for
Also, ____.
reason 3.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Reason 3:
Another reason is ____.
Also, ____.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
More Reasons:
Furthermore, ____.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Conclusion:
For these reasons I ____.
This is why I ____.

	
  
Figure 4. This figure is a sample of the graphic organizer for sentence construction and
editing.
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Student attitude towards writing
This thesis research set out to find if/how the intervention of integrating visual art
with curriculum writing tasks would affect student attitudes toward writing in addition to
academic scores. As this thesis research progressed a positive shift in student attitudes
throughout each writing task emerged. The positive shift in student attitude toward
writing is demonstrated through the student survey responses and teacher observation
notes.
The pre- and post-surveys displayed a positive shift of student attitudes toward
writing. More specifically, there was improvement toward writing at school, and knowing
what and how to write. Figure 5 displays pre- and post-survey results.
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The sentence frames below were used for both the pre- and post-surveys. The number of
the sentence frame corresponds to the number on the above table. (e.g., 1 Pre corresponds
to sentence frame 1, pre-intervention survey and 1 Post corresponds to sentence frame 1,
post-intervention survey).
1. I like writing at school.
2. I have trouble thinking of what to write.
3. I have trouble putting my sentences in order.
Figure 5. This figure displays student results to the sentence frames in the pre- and postwriting surveys.
In response to the survey sentence frame, “I like writing at school,” ten students
either noted “very much” or “a lot.” In the post-intervention survey, five more students
responded to I like writing at school with “very much” or “a lot.” Similarly, nine students
finished the same sentence frame with “not at all” or “a little” on the pre-intervention
survey, but only five students responded with “not at all” or “a little” on the postintervention survey decreasing the number of students who did not like to write at school.
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This increase in liking to write at school and decrease in not liking to write at school
suggests a positive shift in student attitudes towards writing.
Furthermore, when looking at student responses about having trouble thinking of
what to write and having trouble putting sentences in order, there is a subtle shift away
from “very much” and “a lot.” This supports a possible positive shift in students’ attitude
toward writing. But the movement in the “not at all,” “a little,” or “some” responses in
connection with having trouble thinking of what to write or putting sentences in order
does not indicate a clear improvement. With these findings one may presume that
struggling students may benefit from the integration of visual art more than their peers
who have less trouble thinking of what to write or putting sentences in order.
The pre-intervention observation notes indicated that student conversations while
writing often veered off topic. As lessons progressed the focus of student conversations
was predominately on topic. Student artwork also reflected the subject of their writing
tasks. This could suggest student attitude improvement. During the assessment portion of
this research, students chose which of the four previous paintings they liked best. This
task was student directed unlike the previous lessons delivered by the teacher. Students
did not create new pictures for this writing assessment. Instead, they gathered in groups
according to which painting they favored. Student discussions were very focused and
remained on topic. The following comment was noted, “I like this painting the best
because the creek and clouds look real” (Teacher observation notes, April 1, 2014). A
student who was often disengaged during previous writing tasks made this comment.
Similarly, many of the pre-writing task pictures created by the students did not
quite represent the painting that was the focus of their writing task. In Jesse’s pre-
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intervention painting he illustrated a barn when the expected image should have reflected
a hillside pasture with trees, (see figure 3, pg 35). Given that there was such a disconnect
in Jesse’s image with what was expect based on the topic painting one could surmise that
Jesse was not very engaged in the writing task.
Praxis
Through this thesis development and research I found that my planning,
implementing, observing, and reflecting during each lesson series became an invaluable
practice and model for effective instruction.
Each lesson was planned to introduce and explain a piece of artwork to the
students. During and after instructions I noted my delivery and student responses. For
example, after introducing students to Diego Rivera’s painting titled “The Flower
Vender” I noted, “Students excited about seeing painting. Not clearly recognizing
painting as topic” (Teacher reflection journal, March 10, 2014). I referred back to these
notes while planning following lessons. When introducing Vincent Van Gogh’s painting
“Sun Flowers” plans were included to remind students that they would be writing about
their opinion of the painting and to look at everything included in the painting. As lessons
progressed I delivered each lesson more smoothly than the one prior. In addition, I found
that I was noting and reflecting on my teaching and student responses in other lessons
more often. As a result, the act of reflection and application developed into natural
process of my lesson development and planning routine. This automaticity is affecting
my teaching practice in positive ways.
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Summary
The findings in this research suggest that integrating a visual art component at the
onset of a writing task can be used as a valuable tool to engage students in discussion
prior to writing to encourage deeper thought and consideration of the topic. The results
indicated an improvement in academic achievement in writing and an improved attitude
toward writing. These results were based on then analysis of data collected using an
established writing rubric, student surveys and my anecdotal notes. Criteria for writing
achievement included student ability to write a clear opinion in their introductory
sentence, support their opinion throughout their writing while remaining focused on the
topic, and include a clear concluding sentence. In the following chapter I will discuss
implications, limitations, and an action plan that emerged during this action research
study. See Appendices A and B for writing rubric and survey.
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Week 1: California Spring (Bierstadt, 1875) Week 2: The Flower Vendor (Rivera, 1941)

Week 3: Sunflowers (Van Gogh, 1889)
Week 4: Untitled Portrait (Picasso, 1937)
	
  
Figure	
  6.	
  This	
  figure	
  displays	
  the	
  artwork	
  used	
  during	
  writing	
  tasks.	
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Chapter 5
Discussion

This study strove to examine the benefits of integrating components of visual art
at the onset of student writing tasks, (e.g., students created drawings based on the subject
of their writing tasks prior to writing about it) with this action-research project. It was
guided the following research questions.
1. What would be the impact of integrating visual art into writing tasks of my thirdgrade students with respect to their:
a. Academic achievement in writing;
b. Attitude towards writing?
2. How will the use of integrating visual arts with a writing curriculum affect my
professional development as a teacher?

The findings in this research suggest that integrating a visual art component at the
onset of a writing task can be used as a valuable tool to engage students in discussion
prior to writing to encourage deeper thought and consideration of the topic. The results
indicated an improvement in academic achievement in writing and an improved attitude
toward writing. Academic achievement results were based on student ability to write a
clear opinion in their introductory sentence, support their opinion throughout the body of
body of their paragraph/s while remaining focused on the topic, and include a clear
concluding sentence. Students were to follow grammar rules as well, (e.g., indention,
capitalization and punctuation rules). Attitude results were based on student surveys and
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anecdotal notes taken during the writing tasks throughout this research, (see Appendix A
to view a blank student survey). Results were discussed in the previous chapter. In this
chapter I will discuss the implications, limitations, and an action plan that emerged
during this action research study.
Implications
	
  

Integrating	
  visual	
  art	
  with	
  writing	
  tasks,	
  by	
  means	
  of	
  allowing	
  students	
  to	
  

draw,	
  color,	
  and/or	
  paint	
  an	
  image	
  based	
  on	
  the	
  focus	
  of	
  their	
  writing	
  topic	
  prior	
  to	
  
the	
  actual	
  writing,	
  can	
  be	
  an	
  important	
  tool	
  for	
  student	
  learning	
  and	
  academic	
  
achievement.	
  Allowing	
  the	
  students	
  in	
  my	
  classroom	
  to	
  create	
  an	
  image	
  based	
  on	
  
the	
  focus	
  of	
  their	
  writing	
  task	
  topic	
  meant	
  that	
  I	
  provided	
  the	
  opportunity	
  for	
  
multiple	
  intelligence	
  learning	
  in	
  the	
  classroom	
  to	
  occur.	
  Struggling	
  second	
  language	
  
learners	
  and	
  visual	
  learners	
  had	
  another	
  vehicle	
  in	
  which	
  to	
  learn	
  with.	
  	
  
Creating an image based on the focus of the writing topic became the foundation
or stepping stone to help the student bridge vocabulary with their ideas about the topic. In
prior lessons the students who were learning English as a second language tended to not
participate in discussions as much as students with English as a primary language. As this
action research progressed, I noticed these students were participating more often. When
they created their own visual art they had time to process the language needed to use
during the discussion and brainstorm portions of the writing tasks. This is also indicated
with the progression of more reasons supporting their opinions on the graphic organizers
and more edits and additions to sentences.
Allowing students to create an image based on the focus of the writing task
activated another form of graphic organizer for visual thinkers. Students were able to take
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advantage of the activity to process their ideas in visual form, rather than text form.
While observing students during the visual art component I noted an increase in the
correlation between their discussions, the topic, and their images. The students’ graphic
organizers and writings supported this progression. They included more additions during
their editing portion of the writing tasks as the lessons progressed.
The results indicated that the students were more invested in the writing task. This
is also supported by the increased additions made to their writing during the editing
portion and final drafts. Some students were clearly talking to their audience through
their writing. For example, one student wrote, “In my opinion this painting by Pablo
Picasso is one of the best paintings I have ever saw. It was made in 1937 and [there’s]
something that [is] going to be [a] surprise for the rest of the world it [doesn’t] have a
name but I like i.” (Jesse, March 25, 2014). Integrating a visual art component prior to the
actual task of writing gave students extra time to think and process their ideas and as a
result they were more invested in the writing.
Limitations
Integrating visual art with writing tasks, by means of allowing students to draw,
color, and/or paint an image based on the focus of their writing topic prior to actual
writing, poses limitations. The use of a visual arts component needs to be taken seriously
by the teacher and students alike. Thoughtful planning is required to maintain the
integrity of lessons and time allotted.
Precautions needed to be taken while planning and delivering lessons. This was
not going to be a “time out” from curriculum activity or an art lesson, and time was
limited to 35 minutes per day. I established a learning objective, to form and write an
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opinion based on fine art paintings. Then I carefully selected pieces of artwork to invoke
curiosity, appreciation, and an opinion from the students. For example, for the first
learning objective of the intervention I chose to introduce students to the work of
Mexican artist Diego Rivera. I selected four pieces of artwork that were studies, or
different versions, of the Flower Vender. Time was planned to establish rules and discuss
the structure of a paragraph, (see Appendices C and D to view class rules and paragraph
structure), and to explain that viewing artwork was similar to listening or reading
literature. The students would be instructed to look at the image as a whole, and think of
it like the main idea or topic of a text. Then they would be instructed to look at its detail
as being similar to supporting detail of a text. Before viewing the artwork that would be
the focus of their writing task students looked at different images to become aware that
similar to writing, artists create a number of drafts before a final product, they draw and
paint a number drafts before their complete the final piece. This was time consuming and
would develop into a limitation had there been no learning objective.
Delivery of a lesson that starts with a visual art component tended to engage most
students and pique their interests. But rules and reasons needed to be established. At the
onset of the writing task it was paramount that students understood the activity had a
purpose. Students needed to be encouraged to relate their visual art product with their
writing topic. Planning what and how to deliver during the lessons prior to the activity
was crucial.
When rules and reasons for the art component were not present a disconnection in
student work and conversation was present. For example, students had already completed
the writing task of producing an opinion paragraph based on the painting California
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Spring by Albert Bierstadt. They were then instructed to create and color a drawing based
on California Spring. Many students expressed their excitement to be drawing but there
was little talk about the painting. In addition, this student artwork from before the
intervention (e.g., drawing prior writing) often appeared to be unrelated to the topic.
Without establishing the rules and reasons such activities may become limiting and
would not support learning. The student created images during the intervention, after
rules and reasons were established, showed stronger connections to the topics.
Action Plan
My action plan is to continue to incorporate self-reflections into my teaching
practice. I will be adopting more effective techniques to support my students’ learning
that will encourage more engagement and meet the needs of a wider variety of learning
styles. I have found great value in setting learning goals and delivering effective activities
that I have altered and modified based on my reflective notes.
Incorporating visual arts integration with my class curriculum is one of my goals.
I plan to continue to research effective and creative ways to teach California’s newly
adopted Common Core State Standards and look for possible ways to incorporate visual
art into my curriculum. Currently at our school no assigned curriculum has been set for
the new CCSSs, the standards are too new. As an educator it is my responsibility to strive
to find effective ways to engage my students and support their multiple learning styles
and needs to affect their academic achievement positively.
During this thesis research I did not compare gender or ethnicity in relation to
which painting was most popular. I am curious to find out who likes which painting the
best and why they like the painting. I plan to use this same material as a unit about
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opinion writing with my students next year. At that time I will also track student
preference for the introduced artwork.
I am eager to share my finding with my colleagues. Not only have the standards
changed, the way in which instruction is delivered has changed. Many of us are
struggling to find effective ways to engage and teach our students using the new
standards. Incorporating an art component such as visual art is one way to follow the new
teaching practices. The findings in this action research may help ease some anxieties
toward incorporating visual art with curriculum that my colleagues may be experiencing.
Furthermore, I plan to continue to introduce my students to new forms of visual
art. With the use of the internet I will be able to bring artwork from around the world into
the classroom. My students will be able to see and learn about other cultures; historic and
contemporary. Inspiring interest about the world around us is yet another goal of mine.
Primarily though, I will continue to self-reflect and use this research experience as
a means to being an effective educator and analytical learner. For me, there is tremendous
value in setting learning goals and delivering effective activities based on my reflections
and analysis.
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Appendix A
Writing	
  Attitude	
  Survey	
  
1.

Directions: circle one response and complete the sentence (because).
I like to draw
Not at all

a little

some

a lot

very much

Because_________________________________________________________
2.

I like to write sentences.
Not at all

a little

some

a lot

very much

Because_________________________________________________________
3.

I like to write stories.
Not at all

a little

some

a lot

very much

Because_________________________________________________________
4.

I like writing at school.
Not at all

a little

some

a lot

very much

Because_________________________________________________________
5.

I like to share my writing with others.
Not at all

a little

some

a lot

very much

Because_________________________________________________________
6.

I have trouble thinking of what to write.
Not at all

a little

some

a lot

very much

Because_________________________________________________________
7.

I have trouble putting my sentences in order.
Not at all

a little

some

a lot

very much

Because_________________________________________________________
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Appendix B
Writing
Rubric
Opinion

Organization

Exceeds Goal (4)

Meets Goal
(3)

Nearing Goal
(2)

Opinion is clearly
stated in topic
sentence. Additional
information is
included and
interesting hook is
included to build
interest.
Paragraph has clear
topic sentence, body
(e.g., reasons
supporting opinion),
and concluding
sentence that are all
focused on the topic.
In addition, many
clarifying sentences
are included
throughout writing to
further describe
images for reader.
Topic, body and
conclusion form
individual paragraphs.

Opinion is clearly
stated in topic
sentence.

Opinion is unclear
or not included in
topic sentence, but
is included with
the supporting
reasons.

Opinion is not
clear or not
included.

No attempt
indicated. Or,
student did not
participate for
various
reasons.

Paragraph has
clear topic
sentence, body
(e.g., reasons
supporting
opinion), and
concluding
sentence that are
all focused on the
topic. Some
clarifying
sentences are
included. Topic,
body and
conclusion form
individual
paragraphs.
Paragraph/s
neatly written and
may or may not
be started with
indentions.
Spacing between
letters and words
correct/even. Few
capitalization
and/or
punctuation
errors.

Paragraph does
not have three or
more of the
following; a clear
topic sentence,
body (e.g., reasons
supporting
opinion), and
concluding
sentence that are
all focused on the
topic. Clarifying
sentences are not
included.

Paragraph has
less than three of
the following;
topic sentence,
body (e.g.,
reasons
supporting
opinion), and/or
concluding
sentence.
Clarifying
sentences are not
included.

No attempt
indicated. Or,
student did not
participate for
various
reasons.

Paragraph not
very neatly
written and may
or may not be
started with
indentions.
Spacing between
letters and words
uneven. Some
capitalization
and/or punctuation
errors.

No attempt
indicated. Or,
student did not
participate for
various
reasons.

Brainstorm
organizer has 4 to
5 supporting
reason/ideas.
Sentence
construction
organizer used.
Some sentences
corrected and/or
others added.
Paragraph drafts
edited by peers
some corrections
made.

Brainstorm
organizer has 3 or
more supporting
reason/ideas but
less than 3 used in
writing.
Sentence
construction
organizer not
consistently used.
Few to no
sentences
corrected or
added. Paragraph
drafts edited by
peers, but not all
corrections made.

Paragraph
writing is messy
and may or may
not be started
with indentions.
Spacing between
letters and words
uneven or
missing. Many
capitalization
and/or
punctuation
errors.
Brainstorm
organizer has
less than 3
supporting
reason/ideas.
Sentence
construction
organizer not
consistently
used. Few to no
sentences
corrected or
added. Paragraph
drafts are not
edited by peers
and no
corrections
made.

Grammar

Paragraph/s neatly
written and are started
with indentions.
Spacing between
letters and words
correct/even. No
capitalization or
punctuation errors.

Graphic
Organizers
And
Peer
Editing

Brainstorm organizer
has six or more
supporting
reason/ideas.
Sentence construction
organizer used.
Sentences corrected
and others added.
Paragraph drafts
edited by peers and
corrections made.
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Does Not Meet
Goal (1)

N/A
(0)

No attempt
indicated. Or,
student did not
participate for
various
reasons.
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Appendix C

OPINION WRITING
CLASSROOM RULES OF CONDUCT
During discussions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Everyone gives an opinion and at least ONE reason
Respect everyone’s opinion
Use a low voice during discussions
Look at, Lean towards, and Listen to the speaker
Take turns, One person speaks at a time
Everyone takes a turn
Stay on TOPIC (no recess talk)

While creating piece of art
1.
2.
3.
4.

Image can be a copy of original artwork OR inspired by the original artwork
Respect everyone’s artwork
Use a low voice during discussions
Stay on TOPIC (no recess talk)

While writing (all steps: Brainstorm, Sentence construction, Editing, and Publishing)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Respect everyone’s opinion
Use a low voice during discussions
Look at, Lean towards, and Listen to the speaker
Stay on TOPIC (no recess talk)
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Appendix D

The Structure of a Good Paragraph

Head: The Introduction or Topic
sentence. (This is where you state
your opinion and tell the reader
what the writing is about.)
Body: The reasons for your
opinion. Why you think what you
think.
Reason …
Reason …
Reason …
Reason …
Feet: The Conclusion or
Concluding sentence. (We all need
something to stand on. This is
where you remind your reader
about your opinion and let the
reader know that you are
finished. THE END.
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Figure 1 Student Sample #1
Painting: California Spring
Written before intervention, when student drew
pictures after the writing task.
No Brainstorm graphic organizer was used. The
student only wrote “I like”
Student writing sample:
In my opinion I like more the river and the
clouds, and trees, and the animals and the animals
[are] cows.
*Portion of student composition.
Painting: Picasso’s Untitled Portrait
Written during intervention when students drew
pictures before the writing task.
faces look like
kissing

colors

I like Pablo

broken
face

hat
hand
Student writing sample:
I think Picasso’s [painting] is nice. I think the
head is [separated]. Also I think the [painting has] a
lot of colors. Another reason is I think the hat looks
like an oval.
*Portion of student composition.
Final assessment
Written after intervention. Students did not draw or
paint pictures during this writing task.
[clouds]
looks real
hills

I like
California Spring

sunshine

Although time did not allow students to recreate
another drawing or painting based on their final
choice they did refer to the painting itself and their
original creations.

animals
flowers

looks like [pasture]
Student writing sample:
In my opinion I like [Albert Bierstadt’s]
painting. I think the hills are green. I think the
[clouds] make it look real. Another reasons I think
the animals look nice.
*Portion of student composition.

Figure	
  1.	
  This	
  figure	
  is	
  a	
  sample	
  of	
  student	
  writing,	
  brainstorm	
  graphic	
  organizer,	
  
and	
  artwork.	
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Figure 2 Opinion Brainstorm Graphic Organizer
	
  

Opinion Brainstorm

Opinion
	
  
	
  
Figure 2. This figure is a sample of the graphic organizer for Opinion Brainstorm.
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Figure 3 Student Sample #2
Painting: California Spring
Written before intervention, when student drew
pictures after writing task.
No sentence construction graphic organizer was
used. The student wrote all sentences together trying
to create a paragraph.
Student writing sample:
This painting is fun to [look at]. In my opinion it
is wonderful [because] the sunshine is going out.
The painting is called California [Spring]. I like it
[because] the [clouds] look like they are real.
*Portion of student composition.
Painting: Picasso’s Untitled Portrait
Written during intervention when students drew
pictures before the writing task.
Introduction:
In my opinion this Picasso’s painting by Pablo
Picasso is very [pretty] is one of the best. This
painting was made in the 1937 and it [does] not
have [a] name.
Reason 1:
I think this is cool because it [seems] like double
headed. So that scares me.
Reason 2:
Also it has a hand in the face and it looks [like] they
[are slapping] it. It so funny.
Reason 3:
Another reason is that it has [a] lot of color. I all
most almost look like a rainbow.
Conclusion:
For all this reasons I like this painting so much.
Student writing sample:
In my opinion this painting by Pablo Picasso is
one of the best paintings I have ever saw. It was
made in 1937 and [there’s] something that [is] going
to be [a] surprise for the rest of the world it
[doesn’t] have a name but I like it.
*Portion of student composition.
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Final assessment
Written after intervention. Students did not draw or
paint pictures during this writing task.

Although time did not allow students to recreate
another drawing or painting based on their final
choice they did refer to the painting itself and their
original creations.

Introduction:
Of the four painting[s] Diego Rivera is the best of
the four. the Its name of the painting is the flower
vender.
Reason 1:
One reason I like this [painting] is because it has a
girl and the girl is [hugging] the flowers that’s very
cute.
Reason 2:
Another reason is that it has black and it and make
it cooler then [what] it is.
Reason 3:
Also the girl [looks] like real the feet the hair
[everything] all of it.
Reason 4:
For my fourth last reason the flowers have a note
and I think it [took] more time.
Conclusion:
For all this reasons I like this cool painting.
Student writing sample:
Of the four paintings Diego Rivera’s painting is
the best of the four. You have to see it It’s one of
the best. Its name is the Flower Vender.
One reason is that is has a girl and [she] is
hugging the flowers that’
*Portion of student composition.

Figure	
  3.	
  This	
  figure	
  is	
  a	
  sample	
  of	
  student	
  writing,	
  graphic	
  organizer	
  with	
  editing,	
  
and	
  artwork.	
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Figure 4 Sentence Construction Graphic Organizer

Sentence Construction
Introduction:
I believe ____.
I think ____.
In my opinion _____.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Reason 1:
I think this because ____.
One reason is ____.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Reason 2:
Only use “Another” and “Also” once. If “Another” is used for reason
Another reason is ____.
2, use “Also” for reason 3 Or “Also” for reason 2, and “Another” for
Also, ____.
reason 3.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Reason 3:
Another reason is ____.
Also, ____.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
More Reasons:
Furthermore, ____.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Conclusion:
For these reasons I ____.
This is why I ____.
	
  
Figure	
  4.	
  This	
  figure	
  is	
  a	
  sample	
  of	
  the	
  graphic	
  organizer	
  for	
  sentence	
  construction	
  
and	
  editing.	
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Figure 5 Writing Survey Results

The sentence frames below were used for both the pre- and post-surveys. The number of
the sentence frame corresponds to the number on the above table. (e.g., 1 Pre corresponds
to sentence frame 1, pre-intervention survey and 1 Post corresponds to sentence frame 1,
post-intervention survey).
1. I like writing at school.
2. I have trouble thinking of what to write.
3. I have trouble putting my sentences in order.

	
  
Figure	
  5.	
  This	
  figure	
  displays	
  student	
  results	
  to	
  the	
  sentence	
  frames	
  in	
  the	
  pre-‐	
  and	
  
post-‐writing	
  surveys.	
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Figure 6 Artwork
	
  
	
  

Week 1: California Spring (Bierstadt, 1875) Week 2: The Flower Vendor (Rivera, 1941)

Week 3: Sunflowers (Van Gogh, 1889)

Week 4: Untitled Portrait (Picasso, 1937)

Figure	
  6.	
  This	
  figure	
  displays	
  the	
  artwork	
  used	
  during	
  writing	
  tasks.	
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